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SMALL BUSINESS TO

LARGE

ENTERPRISE

ENTERPRISE
ECOMMERCE PLATFORM
Enterprises are large companies that offer a large
selection of products and services consisting of
several departments.
Any ecommerce platform will simply not sufﬁce for
these enterprise-grade companies.
This is where OKOMMERCE steps in. It is an
ecommerce platform catered for enterprises to
manage their ecommerce business effortlessly and
effectively.
OKOMMERCE allows managing multiple products of
various categories in different stores in different
locations for customers. Get easy API integration with
other third party systems to improve the efﬁciency of
your business.
OKOMMERCE is very capable of scaling to meet the
increasing trafﬁc demands of your enterprise
business.

Manage Large Inventory with a

FEATURE RICH PLATFORM
Fully ﬂedged platform that is developed to handle the massive needs of large scale
enterprises.

HOW IT
WORKS

In a nutshell, the possibilities with OKOMMERCE are limitless. Seamless integration of APIs,
a comprehensive and powerful admin panel and a fully customizable front end with a
website and separate mobile apps for customers, suppliers, delivery agents, and store.

API Integration

Admin Panel

Front End

OKOMMERCE is API driven
which means you can
integrate any API that you
need. Whether it be a
payment gateway, or third
party softwares such as
accounting softwares, ERP,
or
even
warehouse
management, OKOMMERCE
has got you covered.Run
your Ecommerce platform
with
minimal
internal
management as the API
integration takes care of the
complex implementations.

OKOMMERCE
provides
a
powerful admin panel that
allows separate management
of suppliers, delivery agents,
and delivery companies. The
admin panel provides all the
features required to manage
your ecommerce store.
Update your supplier list,
conﬁgure billing agreements,
manage delivery companies
and drivers, track delivery
schedule,
and
other
operations all from one
robust admin panel.

The front end determines
how a website looks and
performs.
With
OKOMMERCE, get a great
looking
website
with
multiple design iterations
that you can choose from.
On top of that, there are four
separate mobile apps for
customer, supplier, delivery
agent, and store.With our
elegant template designs,
your ecommerce site will
attract
customers
and
provide a great shopping
experience for them.

MULTI IN
EVERY ASPECT
Multiple Stores

Multiple Catalogs

Add multiple stores each
with unique features and
characteristics as per your
needs

With
multi
catalogue
support, add as many
products
in
multiple
categories and of multiple
brands.

Multiple Languages

Multiple Price Points

OKOMMERCE
supports
multiple languages so you
can choose any language
that you prefer

Product variants can exist
simultaneously and you can
enable multiple price points
for them.

Multiple Currencies
Get the competitive edge and
experience global growth with
multiencies. With OKOMMERCE,
you can easily set up multiple
currencies in your store.

Multiple Shipments
Multiple shipment allows
shipments
to
different
recipients from a single
customer order.

BUILD FOR
LARGE SCALE

TIME TO THINK BIG...
Everything about OKOMMERCE is designed keeping large scale businesses
in mind. OKOMMERCE is perfect if you have a large ecommerce store as
there are separate modules for easy and efﬁcient management. If you plan
on expanding your business in the future, OKOMMERCE has got you
covered too. Thanks to the easy scalability offered, expanding your business
should be a piece of effortless and seamless.
Performance is the name of the game with OKOMMERCE. With us, your
store will be fast, performance optimized that will have no issue handling
heavy trafﬁc and concurrent users.
With OKOMMERCE, you will also get customer segmentation and
personalization options, which is a must for any large scale ecommerce
business. The powerful admin panel gives you complete control over your
business, at all times.

Integrate Full-Fledged

WEBSITES AND MOBILE APPS
Abilities of OKOMMERCE is endless, It can handle a Massive eCommerce Website,
Applications for your Customers, Suppliers, Delivery agents and Stores with seamless
integration of APIs and other tools directly from the Admin Panel.

Customer
Mobile Apps

Supplier/
Seller

Delivery Agent
Mobile Apps

Store
Mobile
Apps

ALL
MODULES
Where there are separate modules for every function making managing your ecommerce
store much easier and in an efﬁcient manner. There won't be any need for third party
module integrations as it has all the necessary ecommerce features built-in.
It will help you ease the sales process and helps you in achieving your business target with
its robust set of modules as listed below. Moreover we can customize OKOMMERCE to align
with your requirements.

Customer

Sales

Supplier

The customer module
allows you to manage all
your customers in one
place. Sort customers into
various
groups
to
prioritize and identify the
most
proﬁtable
customers.

Keep track of the orders
and transactions via the
sales module. Filter orders
on the basis of orders
accepted,
shipped,
packed, sent to delivery
agents, failed, returned,
and more.

Access all supplier details
in this module. Add
suppliers along with their
relevant
details
and
ratings and access billing
agreements.

Delivery

Catalog

POS

Can Integrate third party
Delivery Companies or
your own delivery agents,
and
manage
their
scheduling.

A Feature rich Catalog
module, which provides
the
functionality
for
creating and maintaining
products, attributes and
categories.

Manage the sales from
stores from our POS
module, ecommerce and
store
sales
integrated
directly to one single
platform.

Store & Inventory
Create
and
manage
multiple
stores
with
dedicated
or
shared
inventory for each store
from a single platform.

Report
Extensive Reporting for
Sales,
Products,
Customers, Orders etc
based
on
your
requirements

Auction/ Bidding
Auction
and
bidding
modules allow your user
to participate in bidding. It
is very simple and easy to
conﬁgure.

Customer Support

Marketing

Easily manage tickets and
queries
raised
by
customers from our easy
to use Customer Support
module.

Bespoke marketing tools
which is tailor made for
ecommerce and for larger
consumer reach

Content

Wallet

Easily manage content
across the platform with
our easy to use content
management system.

Popular Payment options
are built-in along with
Wallet system, for easy
and safe transactions

Quotation

Channel Sell

Instead of showing the
price quotation module
allow the user to request
for a price.

Using OKOMMERCE you
can
sell
directly
to
different channels like
Amazon, noon etc.
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Powerful and Robust

ADMIN PANEL
OKOMMERCE features a powerful admin panel that has every feature you look for in
an eCommerce platform from managing suppliers to delivery agents to handling
multiple stores to anything! It will be the one-stop destination to handle sales, view
statistics across your platform and more.

WHY
OKOMMERCE?
OKOMMERCE is one of a kind enterprise ecommerce solution that has
revolutionized the ecommerce industry. Create a fully functional online business
with all the tools and features required to optimize and take it to the next level. The
best thing about OKOMMERCE is its competitive pricing which is hard to beat. Still
need more reasons? Read on.

For Large Scale
Business

Efficient
Management

OKOMMERCE is specialized
for large scale businesses.
Even if your ecommerce
platform has over 10000
SKU, 500,000+ visitors per
month, and 1000+ orders
per day, the performance of
the
system
won’t
be
affected in any way and will
remain the same.

A
large
ecommerce
platform is not easy to
manage by any means. We
realize
this
and
have
developed OKOMMERCE in
such a way that makes it
easy to manage the whole
system efﬁciently with less
manpower without errors.

API Based
Connectivity

Sell Everywhere,
With One Platform

OKOMMERCE
is
fully
customizable
and
connectable. You can easily
connect with the frontend
via a vast selection of APIs.
Integrate or build your
mobile or website frontend
easily with OKOMMERCE.

Cater to your customers
through the power of
multi-channel eCommerce,
offered by OKOMMERCE.
Give your customers the
luxury of a range of options
to choose from for all their
shopping needs.

SECURITY AND
ENCRYPTION
Security
We don’t compromise when it comes
to security. Your data is 100% secure
with OKOMMERCE. You can be at ease
knowing your store is safe and secure
with us at all times. OKOMMERCE
offers multi-layer security, so focus on
making those sales and let us handle
the safety and monitoring.

Encryption
OKOMMERCE encrypts all important
data tables of your ecommerce site in
256 bit encryption technologies. Like
customer
information,
payment
information, purchase history, and
other
valuable
information
are
encrypted. So it improves your data
security.

With Large Platform comes Larger

SECURITY NEEDS
OKOMMERCE understands your security needs, and hence we follow sophisticated
Encryption technology to store the customer's data. We follow and make sure the
platform is built with globally popular security protocols.

OKOMMERCE
CLOUD

SCALABLE
SOLUTION
OKOMMERCE cloud is loaded with all kinds of
features that will make your ecommerce
website blazingly fast and secure. You will get
automated backups, high availability options,
reliable protection round the clock, consistent
performance,
and
many
more.With
eCommerce, comes the added challenge of
occasional
and
variable
trafﬁc
spikes.
Traditional hosting methods are not at all
optimized for this challenge but OKOMMERCE
cloud does this without any issues thanks to
the elastic nature of the workload handling
which can scale up and down as per the load
demand and guarantees load time of only 6
seconds and 99.99% uptime.
It is
supportive of your business growth
through auto-scaling so you won’t need any
additional
investment
in
physical
infrastructure or additional manpower.

6 Seconds
Loadtime

Unlimited
Storage

Add
multiple
stores each with
unique
features
and characteristics
as per your needs

No
caps
or
restrictions
on
storage
at
all!
Enjoy
unlimited
storage
with
OKOMMERCE
cloud

24/7
Maintenance

Ultra
Secure

We
provide
support
and
maintenance
round the clock for
backup
or
any
other issues

OKOMMERCE
cloud
is
very
secure
as
it
protects
your
system from ddos
attacks, hackers, or
any
other
malicious attacks.

Always up and
Running
OKOMMERCE
cloud
has
an
incredible uptime
at 99.99% ensuring
your
store
will
never go down.

3rd PARTY
INTEGRATION
Manage Efficiently
In a nutshell, the possibilities with OKOMMERCE are limitless. Seamless
integration with 3rd party APIs makes it easily linkable with any business
software, Payment gateway, or Delivery Companies. A complete integrated
system will give you the power of the best part of every solutions combined.

Business Software

Payment Gateway

Delivery Company

READY
TO TAKE THE

NEXT STEP?
LET’S GET STARTED.
Visit okommerce.com | Call +971 566027916

WAY TO
CONTACT WITH US
OKOMMERCE Designed and Developed by

ROYEX TECHNOLOGIES
Royex Technologies is a leading Software Development Company in Dubai. They have developed
over 300 websites and Mobile Apps for the Middle East region. Having worked with Government
Entities and Banks like National Bank of Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi Government, Federal Government,
Dubai Duty-Free etc they take security aspect very strictly and have ﬁrst hand experience in
handling over 500,000 to 1 million potential users in thousands of concurrent sessions parallely.
Royex Technologies has been serving their clients in the UAE and other GCC countries since their
inception in 2013 and their excellent founding team consists of accomplished and highly skilled
software architects, engineers and developers with over 15 years experience in the web solution
market.
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